
This report looks at the following areas:

•• The impact of COVID-19 on the cheese retail market.
•• Launch activity in 2020 and future product development opportunities.
•• Factors influencing cheese choice.
•• Reasons to pay more for cheese.
•• Consumer behaviours and attitudes related to cheese.

That a product is British-made is the number one factor that would encourage
consumers to pay more for a cheese. That a third would be willing to pay more
for this aspect should embolden cheese manufacturers to make more of the
“made in Britain” claim where they can, as well as referencing British milk. With
Brexit looming, this provides some reassurance to brands and retailers that
consumers are willing to support their local or national economy.

The boost to cheese brought about by the nationwide lockdown is expected to
continue to a lesser degree as consumers face further restrictions locally, are
encouraged to work from home and are keen to save money. The expected
shift towards more homeworking long term will keep up cheese occasions
going forward, this providing a boost to the lunchtime and dinner occasions.

That price is a consideration for 68% of cheese buyers and promotions prompt
59% of eaters/buyers to switch between different brands of cheese signals a
warning to the cheese market. With the UK entering into a recession in 2020,
price is likely to become more of a determining factor as people look to
tighten their purse strings. It will also remain imperative for brands to hold their
ground to ensure that consumers do not switch away from their brand, through
either keeping their own prices affordable or providing added value.

There is marked potential for brands to leverage cheese’s image as a satisfying
snack, with 73% of UK adults seeing it in this light. Cheesemakers have been
attempting to push the snack angle for a number of years, the need to keep it
chilled posing a barrier to use in the numerous out-of-home occasions.
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“COVID-19 has provided a
boost to cheese sales. Its
value proposition, shelf life
and versatility will have
worked in the category’s
favour during the strict spring
lockdown, with the leading
cheddar segment and recipe
cheese benefiting as people
ate at home and cooked from
scratch.”
– Amy Price, Senior Food &
Drink Analyst
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However, the increased working from home now and in the longer term
presents more opportunities for snacking on cheese in the home, either block
cheese or snacking products, with potential for brands to drive volume sales if
they can unlock these occasions.
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Figure 4: Leading brands’ shares in the UK cheese market, by
value, 2019/20*

• Cathedral City continues brand dominance; Pilgrims Choice
sees strongest volume growth

• Own-labels continue to step up innovation; Lactalis targets
hot cheese occasion

• Cheesemakers look to cater to environmental/ethical
concerns

• Adspend drops in 2020; Bel is the biggest spender
• Cathedral City leads on trust; Strings & Things on fun

Figure 5: Attitudes towards and usage of selected brands,
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• 91% eat cheese, 9% daily

Figure 6: Frequency of eating cheese, July 2020
• Cheddar remains the most popular cheese, bought by 73%

Figure 7: Types of cheese bought, July 2020
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• Supermarkets are the most popular place to buy cheese;
opportunities for DTC
Figure 8: Where cheese is bought, July 2020

• Taste is top factor, healthiness has little sway
Figure 9: Factors influencing choice, July 2020

• British-made cheese outranks favourite brand cheese for
paying more
Figure 10: Reasons to pay more for cheese, July 2020

• Versatility is key; 85% like that cheese can be used in a
variety of ways
Figure 11: Behaviours related to cheese, July 2020

• Cheese should be positioned as a better-for-you snack
Figure 12: Attitudes towards cheese, July 2020

• Cheese should be positioned as a better-for-you snack;
with health a priority in the wake of COVID-19

• Opportunity for greater variety of British cheeses
• Pushing the versatility of cheese should keep consumers

buying
• Steps towards greener packaging can win favour

• COVID-19 provides a boost to the cheese category
• Downturn will limit sales growth in 2021
• Cheddar retains lead on the back of sales growth; recipe

cheese receives boost from the accelerated cooking trend
• Spending power will be challenged
• Ageing of the population should boost cheese

• Impact of COVID-19 on cheese
Figure 13: Short-, medium- and long-term impact of
COVID-19 on cheese, 29 October 2020

• COVID-19 provides a boost to the cheese category
Figure 14: UK retail value and volume sales of cheese, 2015-25

• Sales to fall over 2020-25
• Brexit and ongoing COVID-19 situation to affect sales in

2021
• Shift towards wider at-home working to provide some,

though finite, support to volume sales
• Ageing UK population to buoy up volume sales
• Income squeeze will limit sales growth in 2021

ISSUES AND INSIGHTS

THE MARKET – KEY TAKEAWAYS

MARKET SIZE AND FORECAST
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Figure 15: UK retail value sales of cheese (COVID-19-adjusted
forecast), 2015-25
Figure 16: UK retail volume sales of cheese
(COVID-19-adjusted forecast), 2015-25

• Market drivers and assumptions
Figure 17: Key drivers affecting Mintel’s market forecast,
2015-24 (prepared on 21 October 2020)

• Learnings from the last recession
Figure 18: UK retail value sales of cheese, 2008-12

• Forecast methodology

• Cheddar retains lead on the back of sales growth
• Recipe cheese receives boost from the revived cooking

trend
Figure 19: UK retail value and volume sales of cheese, by type,
2018-20

• Little movement in mild cheddar prices in 2020
• Brexit trade deal uncertainty shadows 2021
• Spending power will be challenged

Figure 20: Annual percentage change in CPI and AWE
(regular pay), monthly basis, January 2015-July 2020
Figure 21: Trends in how respondents would describe their
financial situation, January 2015-September 2020

• Ageing population will support cheese
Figure 22: Trends in the age structure of the UK population,
2015-20 and 2020-25

• Anti-obesity push could hit cheese

• Own-label cheese benefits from stocks and value
positioning

• Cathedral City continues brand dominance; Pilgrims Choice
sees strongest volume growth

• Own-labels continue to step up innovation; Lactalis targets
hot cheese occasion

• Cheesemakers team up with TerraCycle to recycle
packaging

• Adspend drops in 2020, Bel is the biggest spender
• Cathedral City leads on trust; Strings &amp; Things on fun

MARKET SEGMENTATION

MARKET DRIVERS

COMPANIES AND BRANDS – KEY TAKEAWAYS
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• Own-label cheese benefits from stocks and value
positioning
Figure 23: Leading brands in the UK cheese market, by value
and volume, 2018/19 and 2019/20

• Cathedral City continues brand dominance
• Other leading cheddar brand Pilgrims Choice sees

strongest volume growth
• Snacking brands fail to grow values

• Own-labels continue to step up innovation
Figure 24: Share of new product launches in the cheese
market, by own-label vs branded, 2016-20

• Sainsbury’s leads NPD in 2019
Figure 25: Share of new product launches in the cheese
market, by top 10 companies (sorted by 2019), 2016-20

• Morrisons steps up activity in 2020
• Other retailers focus on premiumisation

Figure 26: Share of new product launches in the cheese
market, by premium claim, 2016-20
Figure 27: Examples of NPD by own-labels, 2020

• Referencing provenance and production methods to denote
quality
Figure 28: Examples of NPD referencing production methods
or provenance, 2020

• Saputo withdraws Cathedral City 82
• Reduced fat claims rise in 2020

Figure 29: An example of NPD with a reduced fat claim, 2020
• Brands look to extensions to expand their reach
• Lactalis’ Seriously introduces nuggets and triangles…

Figure 30: Seriously moves into triangles, 2020
• …and Président moves into hot cheese with Brie Bakes
• Butlers launches Easter eggs to tap into new treat occasions

Figure 31: Cheesemakers tap into seasonal occasions, 2019
and 2020

• Yeo Valley enters cheese market with organic variant
Figure 32: Yeo Valley enters cheese market with cheddar
launch, 2020

• Flavour NPD is another way to extend a brand
Figure 33: Examples of NPD focusing on new flavours, 2020
Figure 34: Examples of NPD focusing on milder flavours, 2020

MARKET SHARE

LAUNCH ACTIVITY AND INNOVATION
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• Cheesemakers look to cater to environmental/ethical
concerns
Figure 35: Examples of NPD focusing on environmentally
friendly packaging, 2019-20

• Cathedral City and Babybel partner with TerraCycle
• Butlers launches recyclable cheeseboard

• Adspend drops in January-August 2020
Figure 36: Total above-the-line, online display and direct
mail advertising expenditure on cheese, by month, January
2019-August 2020

• Bel remains top spender
Figure 37: Total above-the-line, online display and direct
mail advertising expenditure on cheese, by top advertisers,
2019 and 2020 (sorted by 2019)

• Babybel encourages people to Join the Goodness
• Mini Babybel tackles lockdown boredom

Figure 38: Total above-the-line, online display and direct
mail advertising expenditure on cheese, by top brands, 2019
and 2020 (sorted by 2019)

• Cathedral City creates COVID-19 lockdown advert
• Philadelphia Light partners with Davina McCall
• Violife demonstrates cheesy moments, but vegan
• Galbani continues sponsorship of Come Dine with Me,

Boursin collaborates with Honest Burger
• Castello wants people to feed their senses
• Nielsen Ad Intel coverage

• Brand map
Figure 39: Attitudes towards and usage of selected brands,
September 2020

• Key brand metrics
Figure 40: Key metrics for selected brands, September 2020

• Brand attitudes: Violife rivals Philadelphia for perceived
innovativeness
Figure 41: Attitudes, by brand, September 2020

• Brand personality: Strings &amp; Things leads the group for
fun
Figure 42: Brand personality – Macro image, September
2020

ADVERTISING AND MARKETING ACTIVITY

BRAND RESEARCH
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• Cathedral City and Président seen as most authentic in the
group
Figure 43: Brand personality – Micro image, September 2020

• Brand analysis
• Cathedral City seen as most trustworthy

Figure 44: User profile of Cathedral City, September 2020
• Philadelphia holds joint lead as accessible

Figure 45: User profile of Philadelphia, September 2020
• Président is seen as the most special

Figure 46: User profile of Président, September 2020
• Seriously holds its own on deliciousness

Figure 47: User profile of Seriously, September 2020
• Violife enjoys shared lead as innovative

Figure 48: User profile of Violife, September 2020
• Strings &amp; Things is seen most widely as fun

Figure 49: User profile of Strings & Things, September 2020

• Long-term homeworking trend provides opportunities for
cheese

• Income squeeze will heighten focus on price
• British-made cheese outranks favourite brand cheese for

paying more
• Versatility is key; 85% like that cheese can be used in a

variety of ways
• Cheese should be positioned as a better-for-you snack

• Long-term homeworking trend provides opportunities for
category

• Income squeeze will heighten focus on price
• Pandemic brings health into even greater focus

Figure 50: Consumers concerned about putting on weight
and unhealthy eating as a result of the coronavirus outbreak,
by gender and age, 23 April-7 May 2020

• Environmental concerns predicted to become more
prevalent

• 91% eat cheese, 9% daily
Figure 51: Frequency of eating cheese, July 2020

• Cheddar remains the most popular cheese, bought by 73%

THE CONSUMER – KEY TAKEAWAYS

IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR

USAGE OF CHEESE

TYPES OF CHEESE BOUGHT
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Figure 52: Types of cheese bought, July 2020
• Women, over-55s and higher earners have the widest

cheese repertoires
Figure 53: Repertoire of types of cheese bought, July 2020

• Supermarkets are the most popular place to buy cheese
• Consumers look to alternative channels; providing

opportunities for DTC
Figure 54: Where cheese is bought, July 2020

• Taste is top factor, healthiness has little sway
Figure 55: Factors influencing choice, July 2020

• Income squeeze will heighten focus on price

• British-made cheese outranks favourite brand cheese for
paying more
Figure 56: Reasons to pay more for cheese, July 2020

• A desire to pay farmers more reported by 25%
• Cheese that is high in nutrients appeals to the young
• Cheese is seen widely as a good source of protein
• Vegan cheeses call out Vitamin B12 content

Figure 57: Examples of cheese launches calling out vitamin
content, 2020

• Versatility is key; 85% like that cheese can be used in a
variety of ways
Figure 58: Behaviours related to cheese, July 2020

• Using their own containers for cheese appeals to 35%; 43%
among 16-34s

• Public spotlight on plastic
• Steps towards greener packaging can win favour
• Plant-based cheese could tap into consumers’ desire to

reduce meat consumption

• Cheese should be positioned as a better-for-you snack
Figure 59: Attitudes towards cheese, July 2020
Figure 60: Those agreeing with the statement “Cheese is a
satisfying snack on its own”, by age, July 2020

• Opportunity for greater variety of British cheeses

WHERE CHEESE IS BOUGHT

FACTORS INFLUENCING CHOICE

REASONS TO PAY MORE FOR CHEESE

BEHAVIOURS RELATED TO CHEESE

ATTITUDES TOWARDS CHEESE
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• Economic uncertainty drives local appeal
• Strong demand for more British cheeses

• Abbreviations
• Consumer research methodology

Figure 61: Leading manufacturers in the UK cheese market, by
value and volume, 2018/19 and 2019/20

Figure 62: Share of new product launches in the cheese
market, by sub-category, 2016-20
Figure 63: Share of new product launches in the cheese
market, by launch type, 2016-20
Figure 64: Share of new product launches in the cheese
market, by claim category, 2016-20
Figure 65: Share of new product launches in the cheese
market, by top 20 claims, 2016-20 (sorted by 2019)

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES, ABBREVIATIONS AND
SUPPORTING INFORMATION

APPENDIX – MARKET SHARE

APPENDIX – LAUNCH ACTIVITY AND INNOVATION
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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